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Randomly selected 8,000 University of Michigan students → 2,860 students responded from all schools and colleges → 35.75% response rate

A majority of students would consider changing their plans and not enrolling full time if courses are fully online.

Students expect that they'll be learning in a hybrid format, but they would prefer to learn fully face-to-face.

Pass/No Record COVID

Almost 30% of respondents would be in time zones with a greater than 2 hour difference. 20% of respondents live in UTC +8 (+12 hour difference from EDT)

35% or more

The discount a majority of students expect if classes are fully online

Unions + Rec Sports
Health services
Infrastructure maintenance
Any applicable course fees
International student fee

Students expect a waiver if online, discount if hybrid

20% or less

The discount a majority of students expect if classes are hybrid online/face-to-face

Registration
CSG
Student Legal Services
School & college government

Students expect a discount if online, no discount if hybrid

Tuition levels will moderately or significantly influence the decision to enroll in fall for about 60% of the student body.

Read the full report at csg.umich.edu.